
LONELY PLANET BUSINESS PLAN

We talked with Carla Pearse, Senior Vice President, Sales & Business Development at Lonely Planet about what Lonely
Planet has learned, how data has.

Lonely Planet launched over 40 years ago, focusing on physical books to help people plan their travels. We
had our own website soon afterwards and in we launched CitySync guidebooks on PalmPilots, those
pre-smartphone mini-tablets. Share your thoughts â€” and your memories of pre-internet travel â€” below
Follow FTLifeArts on Twitter to find out about our latest stories first. Sure, its guides became synonymous
with mass tourism, but for me, they were a great resource to thumb over while on a bus or train, or in a hostel.
Further reading. Clearly, the market has a different opinion about the guides than management. But, lately,
their quality seems to have gone down a lot. It had what you wanted. How long you need You could whip
round the world in a weekend if you flew non-stop. We have had many success stories throughout the years.
Unlike Instagram, there are no built-in filters or photo editing tools. Whether app, e-book, or paperback,
consumers want a trusted source of information. Two months ago, that meant the futurist-modernist-rationalist
even fascist architecture of Asmara in Eritrea. I don't ever see that changing. The same applies to platforms;
whether it be print or video, magazine, online or mobile - it is about using the right tool for the job; in this case
the right medium for the information and its use. In we will continue to invest in bringing that to the
consumer. What could possibly go wrong? Or at least first foreign tourist; these days tourism is definitely not
a purely rich-world activity. One of the most successful partnerships is our 5-year relationship with the
Beaches of Fort Myers and Sanibel. Has the way you produce content changed with the rise of more in-depth
and instantaneous data? Often I gave up and simply found a blog instead. Or a few years ago I island-hopped
through the northern Solomons and landed on a beach on the Papua New Guinea island of Bougainville. I â€”
and many others â€” see that reflected in the quality of the guides. And the descriptions of attractions,
restaurants, and bars are even less useful than what Google or Yelp offers. A year later we were exploring
south-east Asia on a motorcycle, but by this time our travels were completely different. Suddenly everybody
was looking nervously over their shoulders and instead of accelerator to the floor it was a case of slam on the
brakes. Who thought this was good? How to do it The most economical way to circumnavigate is to buy a
round-the-world air ticket that uses one airline alliance. The app was downloaded more than a million times
over the course of the year. For many of our partners, we know their number one priority is to have consumers
take action and book their trip. What qualities will travel firms to be in it for the long haul? Their personality
matched mine and I was hooked. Trips is the first time, outside of its forums, where Lonely Planet has allowed
its users to create their own content. At the end of the day our goal is to provide the end-consumer with the
best experience possible, which will yield more meaningful results for our partners. You cannot market a
destination or getting to that destination, or staying in that destination without content. Hopefully, this will
eventually lead to the company getting back to its roots. For example, the Star Alliance, a coalition of 27
airlines, offers a RTW ticket with a maximum of 15 stops. Many of the largest companies in the travel tech
industry emerged with the Internet and exist because they spotted an opportunity to improve the consumer
experience. What are some successes you've had in the partnership realm and how did content help you
achieve the goals? The message was that just as Top Gear was the BBC footprint in the motoring world, so
Lonely Planet would have the same position for travel. How has partnering with brands benefited Lonely
Planet and the brands themselves? The new chief executive was year-old Daniel Houghton. Has the golden
age of travel faded along with those traditional travel information resources? In , Lonely Planet launched
Guides, an app that brings guidebook-like content, with information on what to do and where to stay when you
travel, to smartphones. The current problems are owned by the current management.


